The Odyssey of Homer

The poem mainly focuses on the Greek hero Odysseus) and his journey home after the fall of
Troy. It takes Odysseus ten years to reach Ithaca after the ten-year Trojan War. In his absence,
it is assumed he has died, and his wife Penelope and son Telemachus must deal with a group
of unruly suitors, the Mnesteres or Proci, who compete for Penelopes hand in marriage. THE
English version of The Odyssey is Alexander Popes 1725 translation. As Dr. Johnson said, it
is, certainly the noblest version of poetry which the world has ever seen. This is that text, the
great Odyssey of Homer, as cast into Engish by Alexander Pope, one of the giants of English
poetry. (Jacketless library hardcover.)
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In this classic epic chronicle of the Greek Hero on his travels home from the Trojan War,
Odysseus survives storm and shipwreck, the cave of the Cyclops. The Odyssey has ratings and
reviews. Stephen said: So my first â€œ non-school related experience with Homer's classic
tale, and my most power. Homer 's 8th century BCE oral narrative of a warrior's decades-long
quest to return Together with its companion poem The Iliad, The Odyssey describes the .
A basic level guide to some of the best known and loved works of prose, poetry and drama
from ancient Greece - The Odyssey by Homer. The Odyssey of Homer is a Greek epic poem
that tells of the return journey of Odysseus to the island of Ithaca from the war at Troy, which.
The Odyssey By Homer Written B.C.E. Translated by Samuel Butler. The Odyssey has been
divided into the following sections. Odyssey: Odyssey, epic poem in 24 books traditionally
attributed to the ancient Greek poet Homer. The poem is the story of Odysseus, king of.
The sea that separates Odysseus from home was the lifeblood of ancient Greece. Homer's story
of return takes us on a journey that goes. Project Gutenberg Â· 58, free ebooks Â· 35 by
Homer. The Odyssey by Homer. No cover available. Download; Bibrec.
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